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Metal Barb Ties 
 

Panduit cable ties are designed and manufactured to meet and exceed beyond industry standards for 
maximum reliability. These Panduit Pan-Ty cable ties are very adaptable and can be found useful in both 
indoor and outdoor environments. For an even larger maximum bundle diameter, these cable ties can be 
linked together to accommodate the largest diameters. These Panduit Pan-Ty cable ties are UL-94V-2 
rated, RoHS compliant and are made from Nylon 6.6 material. There are limitless amount of applications 
these cable ties can be used for. The one piece construction gives high performance and reliability and the 
operating temperature with this cable ties is 185 degrees Fahrenheit. Buyheatsrink.com has a variety of 
Panduit Pan-Ty cable ties available for ordering. Some of the features available differ in nominal size, 
tensile loop strength, and color. The smallest of the nominal lengths is the 4” size, which has a maximum 
loop tensile of 18 pounds. This option is available in either black or natural color and comes in convenient 
bags of 1000. The 7” Pan-Tys have a 50 pound loop tensile, and also come in bags of 1000 in either black 
or natural. The 8” cable ties have a 40 pound loop tensile strength and come in quantities of 1000 in either 
black or natural. The 11” Pan-Tys have a 50 pound loop tensile strength and also come in bags of 1000 in 
either black or natural. The largest nominal size of the Panduit Pan-Ty cable ties is 14” which has a 50 
pound loop tensile strength. This option is available in either black or natural bags of 1000. Don’t forget 
to check out our Cable Tie Tool (see right) to help with the cutting off of cable tie tails and adjusting 
tensioning with 18-50 pound loop tensile strength cable tie. 
 
Features: 
 

• Featuring a curved tip, these ties are easy to pick up from flat surfaces and initial threading 
is faster RoHS 

• Compliant Material: Nylon 6.6 (Black is weather resistant and UV Stabilized)  
• Material Flammability Rating UL94V-2 

 
Dimensions 

 

Part 
Number 

Panduit 
Part 

Number 
Length Bag Nominal 

Size 
Loop 

Tensile 

Max 
Bundle 

Diameter 

CT-BT1M BT1M-M 4" 1000 
PCS/BAG 4" 18 LB 0.9" 

CT-BT2S BT2S-M 7" 1000 
PCS/BAG 7" 50 LB 1.9" 

CT-BT2M BT2M-M 8" 1000 
PCS/BAG 8" 18 LB 2.2" 

CT-BT3S BT3S-M 11" 1000 
PCS/BAG 11" 50LB 3.0" 
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